Case Study

Baystate Pool Supplies and Ryder
Faster, Smarter, Better, Together.
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Like many family-owned businesses, Baystate Pool Supplies, a pool and spa supply
wholesale distributor, began with a dream and a can-do attitude.
In 1960, while working for his father’s chemical company, Paul Arakelian spotted
opportunity in the burgeoning pool industry, prompting him to form Baystate
Chemical & Pool Supplies and recruit his brother Arthur to run sales.
What began as a bootstrapping operation, with the brothers often loading and
driving their own delivery trucks, has now spanned more than five decades and
three generations of Arakelians.
Today, Baystate Pool Supplies, based in Cambridge, Mass., operates 10 wholesale
distribution centers in 8 states, servicing builders, service technicians, and retailers in
the pool and spa industry. One key division, Aquatic Parts Co., offers more than 30,000
pool and spa replacement parts, sending out 3,000 boxes a day in peak season.

challenge

Baystate Pool Supplies needed
to meet the seasonal peak,
warm-weather demand for
pool and spa supply deliveries
at their 10 distribution centers,
while providing exceptional
customer service to their
growing customer base. They
needed to do this without
incurring the higher, year-round
costs typically associated with
the ownership of vehicles
required for these volume
spikes. Costs that would
include maintenance, licensing,
depreciation and insurance.

solution

Baystate Pool Supplies decided
that rental trucks were a better
option. They rent equipment in
each peak season to flex their
capacity. They rent straight
trucks and single and double
axel tractors from Ryder
System, Inc. allowing each
of their distribution centers
to expand seasonal delivery
capacity only when needed.

R ESULTS

Exceptional
customer
satisfaction

Baystate’s flexible fleet capacity
allows them to stay focused on each
customer’s experience—even on the
busiest days.

Maximizing
revenue and profits

In the pool industry’s short peak season,
Baystate has the rental trucks to make
every delivery and fill every order.

Lower operating
expenses

No long-term commitments on rental
vehicles means decreased transportation
costs for Baystate.

Make pools while the sun shines

Baystate Pool Supplies, whose distribution centers

To build and sustain a pool and spa business in

span from New Hampshire toVirginia.

the Northeastern part of the United States, you
need to accept and manage the fact that two of

“March to October are our busiest months,” says

your very best business partners—sunshine and

DiGregorio. “Once the snow and ice are gone,

warm weather—will only be around for part of

it’s a race to build pools while the weather is on

the year.

your side.”

“Few know that situation better than us,” says

With that in mind, in the mid-1990’s, Baystate

James DiGregorio, Accounting Manager for

Pools Supplies tackled a critical growth

Anytime vehicle
access

Ryder’s nationwide presence puts
Baystate behind the wheels of the trucks
they need—whenever they need them.

Simplified insurance
protection
By simply adding full protection
on each truck with Ryder’s
comprehensive coverage options,
Baystate operates with peace of mind.

Continued on next page
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question head on: How could the then-$70

That’s why in the mid-1990s, Baystate made the

million company expand its business while still

decision to rent trucks seasonally.

containing transportation costs that spiked on a
seasonal basis?

“It simply didn’t make sense to add more trucks
year-round when we only need half of them for

Baystate Pool Supplies had already invested in

half the year,” says DiGregorio. “That’s when

owning a limited fleet of its own trucks, which

we made the decision to rent from Ryder —and

carry deliveries year-round.

I really don’t know where we’d be without
that partnership.”

“Each distribution center owns at least one
straight truck and one smaller truck, while the

Two initial factors drew Baystate Pool Supplies to

bigger branches own two to three straight trucks

Ryder. The first was the available inventory.

plus vans and pickups,” says DiGregorio. “But

“Each distribution center
owns at least one straight
truck and one smaller
truck, while the bigger
branches own two to three
straight trucks plus vans
and pickups. But that’s not
enough to meet what we
need for the peak months
if we want to grow.”
James DiGregorio,
Accounting Manager
Baystate Pool Supplies
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that’s not enough to meet what we need for the

“We need straight trucks and tractors for our

peak months if we want to grow.”

deliveries,” says DiGregorio, “and we found

Ryder’s availability of reliable, late-model

The bottom line results speak for themselves.

that if any branch needs a truck at anytime, you

trucks that met our needs was unmatched

“In the last decade,” says DiGregorio, “we’ve

always have a location that’s close and a truck

at competitors.”

been able to go from a $70 million company

that’s available.”

to a $120 million company, adding three
The second factor that led Baystate Pools
Supplies to Ryder?

distribution centers in the process.”

National account brings newfound convenience

“Ryder is a national company with the ability

Managing 10 distribution centers across

to provide great service to each one of our local

numerous states presents unique challenges

branches,” says DiGregorio. “That’s a great

for a company. For Baystate Pool Supplies, that

convenience for us.”

sometimes means uneven vendor relationships
on the local level. The company has eliminated

By renting with Ryder, DiGregerio estimates

that problem when it comes to trucking needs

the company has been able to nearly triple its

with their national account with Ryder.

distribution capacity in the peak months, with
each distribution adding two to four straight

“Having one vendor servicing all of our branches

trucks or single- and double-axel tractors.

brings a convenience we couldn’t live without,”
says DiGregorio. “It’s a great comfort to know

Being a national account also saves Baystate
time and headaches by having a single
national rate and a single unified invoice for
all distribution centers.
“Having that one combined invoice for all
distribution center billing,” says DiGregorio,
“means I don’t have to tear my hair out parsing
through 10 different invoices with 10 different
contact numbers. I get one bill, with one rate,
and a single point of contact for questions: my
Ryder national rep. That clarity and simplicity
lets us better plan and manage our finances
and resources.”
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“We add Ryder gap
protection and physical
damage coverage to all
of the trucks we rent,”
says DiGregorio. “The
level of protection we
get from Ryder is simply
a cut above what we
have seen elsewhere.”

Protection proves to be a difference maker

of mind that we have adequate commercial

“Building a pool is no different than many

Over the course of a decade-long business

coverage in case the unexpected were

jobs,” says DiGregorio. “You need every thing

partnership, it’s natural for competitors to

to happen.”

you order at that very moment. We know

attempt to win the business from Ryder. Baystate
Pool Supplies has heard a number of sales
pitches over the years. One factor has remained
a difference maker in staying with Ryder—
affordable, convenient insurance protection.
“We add Ryder gap protection and physical
damage coverage to all of the trucks we rent,”
says DiGregorio. “The level of protection we get
from Ryder is simply a cut above what we have
seen elsewhere.”
While the breadth of coverage is appreciated by
Baystate Pool Supplies, the ease of adding and
managing coverage has been an added benefit.
“We simply add the coverages to our national
invoice,” says DiGregorio, “and, by doing so, we
are able to send out the trucks with the peace
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Baystate Pool Supplies is ready to swim ahead
with confidence
More than a half century since inception,
Baystate Pool Supplies feels it has put in place
a distribution model that will help support the
next wave of company growth.
“In my 10 years with Baystate,” says DiGregorio,
“I’ve seen tremendous growth—from selling new
products to opening new branches. That’s made
possible, in part, by our ability to flexibly expand
our fleet of Ryder rental trucks when needed.
Going forward, it’s good to know we’re never
limited by the number of trucks we have.”
In the meantime, the convenience and reliability
of today’s fleet is helping keep Baystate Pool
Supplies’ customers happy and coming back.

that, backed by Ryder, we can deliver for those
customers because Ryder has the ability to get
us trucks when we need them—whether its
extra capacity or if one of our own trucks break
down. No matter what, we can always keep our
products moving.”
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